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US Futures-World Markets: The colossal $1.9 billion bailout package is set to pass the House tomorrow.
That makes it over $4 trillion in spending to avert an economic meltdown. An enormous amount of money is
splashing around the system. I’ll try to find a chart on M2 money supply (definition http://bit.ly/30lQGvQ
). Economists factored this into their latest forecasts. US GDP growth at 8-9%? An unemployment rate under
5% by year-end? There are downsides to this blowout spending as investors fret the economy could overheat
and send interest rates through the roof. We’ll see if this is a head fake spike in 10-year rates. Rotation to
cyclical stocks from technology names continues this morning with bonds selling off. The Nasdaq is just
below its 10% correction line ( http://bit.ly/38mob5L ). Oil is higher after a missile attack on a Saudi Arabian
oil facility. GameStop is +14% premarket on news that the founder of Chewy will lead a ‘digital
transformation’. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -27.44, 10-Yr Yield: 1.592%.
CORE Headlines:
 Senate passes a $1.9 trillion stimulus bill along party lines. Bill now heads to House (vote tomorrow).
Bill includes $1400 stimulus checks for individuals making $75000 or less, $300/week in enhanced
unemployment, and $350 ban for state and local governments.-NYT
 California will allow theme parks and stadiums to open at limited capacity beginning April 1.-CNBC
 Arizona will allow restaurants and other businesses to open at 100% capacity.-ABC (Are these
politicians following the same science?)
 West Virginia will allow businesses to operate at 100% capacity.-Fox News
 GE: The company is set to close a $30B-plus deal to combine its aircraft leasing unit with AER, the
latest in a string of moves by the industrial conglomerate to restructure its once-sprawling
operations.-WSJ
 Democrats’ failure to pass a minimum-wage increase in the stimulus package could spur bipartisan
negotiations to bridge the big gap between the party’s progressive wing, its centrists, and Republican
senators on raising workers’ pay.-WSJ
 Auto executives and investors are touting electric vehicles, but many dealers say battery-powered
cars, and even hybrid models, remain a tough sell to mainstream car shoppers, a challenge that could
hamper widespread adoption of EVs.-WSJ
 Observers of China’s Communist Party say its drive for centralization fosters bureaucratic inertia,
duplicity, and other unproductive practices geared to placate Beijing and protect careers, but which
threaten to undermine President Xi Jinping’s goals.-WSJ
 The U.S. could help drive a powerful global economic recovery this year, as it plays a more central role
in the comeback than after the financial crisis, reflecting the unusual nature of the Covid-19 shock
and the flexibility of the American economy.-WSJ
 Voters in Switzerland narrowly approved a nationwide ban on face coverings that will outlaw full-face
Islamic veils, despite opposition from the government and the Muslim community, formally putting
the rule in the Swiss constitution.-FT
 Cubans are hoping that President Biden will reverse at least some of the restrictions that Donald
Trump imposed to punish the country’s government, which along with the pandemic has squashed
tourism and slowed the economy.-USA
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Boeing chief executive David Calhoun declined a salary and performance bonus for most of last year
but still received stock benefits that pushed the estimated value of his compensation to more than
$21M.-NYP
Financial strains on Texas city-owned utilities, rural electric cooperatives, and the grid operator have
spurred calls for state aid and lured private equity firms into plans to fix multi-billion-dollar charges.Reuters (The private sector helping the govt?)
The U.S. House of Representatives is set to vote on Wednesday on a pair of bills to expand
background checks before gun purchases, two years after a similar House effort failed to make it
through the Senate.-Reuters
GS: A exodus of top executives—nine have left or intend to leave since chief David Solomon took
over—points to a changing culture at the firm, which is moving to a more hierarchical system in which
the old partnership structure is losing ground.-NYT Sat.
TSLA: After months of bidding up Tesla stock, helping it join the S&P 500 index, investors have been
selling furiously in recent weeks—more than $270B has been wiped off the automaker’s stock market
value since its share price peaked in January.-NYT
New trading platforms such as Celsius, Fulcrum, and Crypto.com want to borrow users’
cryptocurrency to lend to hedges funds, investors, and traders, paying interest on the amount
borrowed—but experts say caution is warranted.-WSJ

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Zero Hedge: NY exodus sparks buying frenzy for Greenwich mansions http://bit.ly/3qr2gAD
 FS Blog: You can’t force yourself to think faster. Your thinking rate is fixed.
 AEI Op-Ed: Prelude to a state pension bailout https://bit.ly/2OyIHJe
 RGI: This Vegas hot dog cart is sacred http://bit.ly/3bqwU8X
All charts from The Daily Shot:
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The February jobs report surprised to the upside, with private-sector job gains exceeding forecasts by
over 250k.

Source: FHN Financial
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The February gains in payrolls were driven by the leisure and hospitality sector (3 charts), particularly
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restaurants and bars.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

The pandemic-driven drop in the nation’s civilian labor force has been unprecedented in the postWW-II era.
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Highest and lowest employment growth sectors:

Source: Bloomberg Read full article

US consumers continue to cut back on their credit card balances. Revolving credit is down almost 12% from the same
time last year – a record drop.
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US bank deposits are up over $3 trillion from the same time last year, …
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… driven by domestic banks.

Source: Quill Intelligence

Higher mortgage rates have reduced the number of borrowers who would benefit from refinancing
their loans.

Source: Black Knight

Tech and other high-flying stocks remain a drag on the market.
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Momentum shares are under pressure.

Retail investors are flooding into the market.

Source: @markets Read full article
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US soybean futures hit a multi-year high.

Source: Reuters Read full article

The attack on Saudi oil facilities sent Brent futures sharply higher. Will we see an escalation of hostilities in the region?
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Source: Reuters Read full article

Treasury cash held at the Fed continues to decline. This trend will accelerate as the government gets
going on the $1.9 trillion package.
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Declines in birth rates in select countries: (Demographics matter!!)

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Apprenticeships gaining popularity in the US: (We need more of this!!)

Source: @chart daily
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